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Combine Award-Winning Data Security with 
the World’s Most Affordable and Immutable 
Hot Cloud Storage
Data volumes are growing at a breakneck pace, and many IT organizations 
are scrambling to add costly storage arrays to keep up. Cloud storage offers 
an enticing solution but protecting data from ransomware and data breaches 
is an added responsibility that leaves many IT leaders unsure about migrating 
data off-premises.

Calamu offers a robust set of data protection features designed to combat 
ransomware. Calamu Protect automatically fragments data across multiple 
separate storage locations while at rest, an environment called a data harbor, 
which instantly nullifies the impact of a data breach or ransomware attack. 
This fragmented data is worthless to cyber attackers, leaving your business 
in the clear should a breach occur. Additionally, Calamu automatically self-
heals from cyber attacks. Your critical data remains available as if nothing 
happened, ensuring business continuity in the event of an attack. Should you 
need to reconstitute your data, or self-heal from a cyber attack, Wasabi won’t 
charge for egress or API fees.

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers 
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast, and 
reliable cloud storage on demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive 
and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage is 
designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of durability and provides data 
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by 
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional 
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi 
keeps all data “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All Calamu and 
Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot data, so they can shorten 
upload windows and quickly access their data for faster restore times. 
 
 

• Slash storage and data 
protection cost and complexity

• Simplify setup and 
administration

• Accelerate backup and 
recovery cycles 

• Reduce risk and exposure due 
to data loss

• Protect against equipment 
failures, disasters, human error, 
ransomware and malware

Create an Impenetrable 
Cyber Storage Vault with 
Calamu and Wasabi

• Ultra-low-cost cloud storage for 
any purpose

• Easy-to-use file management 
and data protection tools

• Seamless integration and 
operation

• Fast and reliable cloud backup 
and recovery for diverse 
operating systems, hypervisors 
and hardware platforms

KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

http://www.wasabi.com


Calamu + Wasabi: Better Together
Wasabi has partnered with Calamu to offer a cost-effective, highly secure cloud storage solution that prevents data from 
being stolen or leaked while simultaneously boosting the reliability and durability of stored data. Wasabi hot cloud storage 
is highly affordable, immutable and offers high performance object storage for any use case. Calamu turns that storage 
into a nearly impenetrable cloud storage vault by adding patented data processing and award-winning security features. 
Together, the integrated solution enables you to store data in the cloud without risk that it will be lost, stolen, or held for 
ransom due to a cyber attack. Even if a cloud breach is detected, Calamu will automatically quarantine the compromised 
location and self-heal your environment, ensuring data stays out of enemy hands.
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ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables 
organizations to store and instantly access an unlimited amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex 
tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by tens of thousands of customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one 
of technology’s fastest-growing and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers 
David Friend and Jeff Flowers, Wasabi is a privately held company based in Boston.
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